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Operations’ Guide

This document describes the actions that have to be carried out by a sys-
tem administrator in order to effectively run and administer a Webocrat
system. There are information with respect to the log information that
an Apache HTTP server, an Apache Tomcat and a ModJk connector
generate, and describes the log information in detail. It also describes
the actions that need to be carried out when the operating system used,
for example Linux or Unix, is to be shut down and restarted again, with
respect to the Webocrat system and the three software components. In
addition, the operations which can be carried out to maintain the Webo-
crat databases are described. These are backup, restore, check-up and
repair operations, how to create, use and maintain associations and cat-
egory list, settings of the ontology client, search, alerts and messages
settings,  as well as information needed to modify the graphical user in-
terface or localise it for a new language.
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1 Executive Summary
The Webocrat system is a Web-based application which interacts with
three software components at the application level. These are 

1. an HTTP server, called Apache HTTP server;
2. a servlet and JSP container, called Apache Tomcat;
3. a Tomcat connector, called ModJk.

Each software component generates log information which can be used to
determine whether the Webocrat system interacts well with the three soft-
ware components, or an error has occurred. In this respect, this document
describes the log information that the three software components generate.
A system administrator can use the information to keep track of and ana-
lyse what has been happening.

In addition, this document also describes

• the actions that need to be carried out when the operating system used, for
example Linux or Unix, is to be shut down and restarted again, with regard to
the Webocrat system and the three software components; 

• four operations which can be carried out to maintain the Webocrat databases.
These are backup, restore, check-up and repair operations;

• what are associations and what is category list, how these tools should be used
in order to effectively use the Webocrat system;

• how to set up the ontology client for periodical downloading of knowledge
model from the OntoServer;

• how to set up search preferences, alerts and messaging;
• how the user interface is created and how to modify it;
• how to localise the Webocrat system for a new language.

The remainder of this document is organised as follows: section 2 de-
scribes the actions which a system administrator has to carry out with re-
spect to the log information that the three software components generate,
and describes the log information in detail. Section 3 describes the shut-
down and restart procedures which have to be carried out when the operat-
ing system used, for example Linux or Unix, is going to be shut down and
restarted again with respect to the Webocrat system and the three software
components. Section 4 describes the operations which can be carried out to
maintain the Webocrat databases. 

Section 5 is devoted to the concept of associations, explaining what are
they good for, how are they exploited in the Webocrat system and how they
should be defined. Section 6 explains category list and its differences with
respect to ontology defined on the OntoServer. Section 7 provide informa-
tion about available association statistics that can be used for profiling the
use and efficiency of existing associations between resources and knowl-
edge model. Section 8 describes ho to set up and use ontology client for
downloading actual ontology from OntoServer.

Section 9 describes search setting for indexing of resources within the We-
bocrat system. Section 10 describes alerts and messages settings. Section
11 describes the layout of the user interface and the ways how to modify
its particular parts. Section 12 describes the process of localisation of the
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Webocrat system in order to support a new language.  Finally, section 13
provides brief information about Webocrat on-line technical documenta-
tion.
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2 Log Information
This section describes the actions which have to be carried out by a system
administrator with respect to the log information which are generated by
an Apache HTTP server, an Apache Tomcat and a ModJk connector. 

Two types of actions are described with regard to a log file. These are de-
lete and archive. If it is said that a log file should be deleted, then it indi-
cates that there is no useful information can be found in the log file. If it is
said that a log file should be archived, then it indicates two things. Firstly,
some useful information can be found in the log file, and we may need this
log file for an analysis. Secondly, a sufficient disk space must be provided
to store the archive. The following table lists the actions which have to be
carried out with respect to the log information.

As listed in table 1, the two log files, the Apache Tomcat access log and
jk2.log should be deleted. The Apache Tomcat access log file contains the
same format and information as the Apache HTTP server access log. There
is no need to generate and archive this log file. Section 2.2.1 discusses this
issue in detail. The ModJk connector log file contains no useful informa-
tion.

In contrast, the Apache HTTP access log file contains useful information.
A log analysis tool can be used to generate statistical information. It is a
common practice that a system administrator archives an access log file on
a monthly (or quarterly) basis. Section 2.1 discusses the log file in detail.

The remaining three log files, the Apache HTTP error log, the Apache
Tomcat context log and the “catalina.out” file, contain both, general in-
formation and error messages. In the case, where a system administrator
wants to analyse what has been happening, or wants to know whether an
error has occurred, it is necessary to archive the log files. In the case, where

Log file name Generated by Action

access_log Apache HTTP server archive

error_log Apache HTTP server archive or delete

acccess_log Apache Tomcat delete

context_log Apache Tomcat arhive or delete

catalina.out Apache Tomcat archive or delete

jk2.log ModJk connector delete

System Operator Overall maintenance. Internal.

Manager/Dept. head General usage of system /
(re)define policies.

Internal.

Administrative Assistant General usage of system. Per-
form modifications.

Internal.

General Personnel General usage of system. Internal

Citizens General usage of system. n/a

Table 1: A table which lists the actions which have to be carried out with respect to a
number of log files.
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a system administrator (or operator) already has a stable Webocrat system
in place, the three log files can be deleted.

2.1 Apache HTTP Server Log
An Apache HTTP server log can be used to generate

1. statistical information, such as average page response time; 
2. a number of lists, such as a list of frequently visited pages;

To generate these statistical information and useful lists, two issues have
to be addressed.

1. store Apache HTTP server log information in an appropriate format;
2. analyse the log information by using an appropriate log analyser. 

The following two subsections discuss these two issues.

2.1.1 Storing Log Information in an Appropriate Format

The Apache HTTP server configuration file, httpd.conf should contain one
of the following four entries.

1. LogFormat "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b" common

2. LogFormat "%{Referer}i" referer

3. LogFormat "%{User-Agent}i" agent

4. LogFormat "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b

   \"%{Referer}i\" \"%{User-Agent}i\"" combined

Each entry is divided into three parts.

1. LogFormat directive

2. Log format string

Each part of the log format string has the following meaning.

%h the IP address of a client which submits a request to 
the Web server.

%l the identity of a client reference which is stored in 
“identd” variable at the client machine,  e.g. RFC 
1413. RFC stands for Requests for Comments. 

%u the user identifier of a person who submits a request
to the Web server.

%t the date and time which show when the Web server 
finished a user request. The format used is 
[DD/MMM/YYYY:HH:MM:SS ± ZZZZ] 

\”%r\” the request command line from a client in double
 quotes.
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%>s the status code that a Web server sends to a client. The
 list of all possible status code can be found in RFC 

2616 (section 10) (Fielding et al 1999).

%b the size of the object which is sent to a client.

%{Referer}i the URL address to which a user request refers.

%{User-Agent}i

the user agent information which is stored in an HTTP 
request header.

The first seven parts of the log format string are used to write log informa-
tion in a standard format, called Common Log Format (CLF) (Luotonen
1995).  By using all parts of the log format string, log information can be
written in a format, called Extended Log File Format (ELF) (Phillip and
Behlendorf 1996).

3. Name of a log format. 

There are four names which are commonly used. These are common, ref-
erer, agent and combined. 

In addition to the LogFormat directive, the Apache HTTP server configu-
ration file, httpd.conf should contain a “CustomLog” directive.

CustomLog logs/access_log common

This says that the server has to store log information in logs/access_log,
and the format of the log information should follow the CLF format. The
file path reference, logs/access_log is relative to the root directory in
which the server is installed. 

In short, there are two directives, LogFormat and CustomLog, which can
be used to define an access log. LogFormat directive is used to define the
log format and format name. CustomLog directive is used to define the log
file reference and the format name used.

To define an error log, the Apache HTTP server configuration file, ht-
tpd.conf should contain the following two directives, LogLevel and Er-
rorLog. 

LogLevel warn

ErrorLog logs/error_log

LogLevel directive is used to determine the level in which log information
should be written. The log level could be debug, info, notice, warn, er-
ror, crit, alert, emerg. ErrorLog directive is used to define the error log
file path reference which is relative to the root directory in which the server
is installed. Further detailed information about these four directives can be
found in Apache HTTP server documentation (Apache 2003). 
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2.1.2 Analysing Log Information

A number of log analysis tools can be used to analyse an access log. They
can be found in

• [http://dmoz.org/Computers/Software/Internet/Site_Management/
Log_Analysis/];

• [http://dir.yahoo.com/Computers_and_Internet/Software/Internet/
World_Wide_Web/Servers/Log_Analysis_Tools/].

Prior to the use of a log analysis tool, the existing log file should be moved
into another file, but the server should not lose any existing or pending con-
nection. This can be done by using the following commands.

apachectl  -k graceful

mv access_log access_log.backup

apachectl  –k restart

The three command lines above have the following meaning.

1. shutting down the server gracefully. This means that the server can still process 
any existing or pending connection before it stops operating, and can store log 
information in the log file;

2. moving the current log file, called “access_log” into another file, called
“access_log.backup”;

3. restarting the server. After the restart, the server will create a new access log file.

It is recommended that a system administrator makes a backup of an access
log file, before the file size is getting too big to be processed by a log anal-
ysis tool. It is usually carried out on a monthly basis.  

In this example, a log analysis tool, called Analog (version 5.24), is used.
The Analog package can be found in [http://www.analog.cx/]. The log file
format used is the standard format, called Common Log Format (CLF) (see
section 2.1.1). The information that Analog is able to generate are listed
below.

• general summary. This shows statistical information, such as the number of
successful requests, the average number of successful requests per day, the
number of distinct files requested, the average size of data which are trans-
ferred per day, etc.

• monthly report. The report shows the number of requests and the number of
pages which are requested on a monthly basis. Figure 1 depicts an example of
a monthly report.

Each unit ( ) represents 50 requests for 
pages or part thereof. 

  month:  reqs: pages:
-------: -----: -----:
Sep 2003: 24264:  1820: 

Figure 1: An example of a monthly report.

• daily report. The report shows the number of requests and the number of
pages which are requested on a daily basis. Figure 2 depicts an excerpt of a
daily report.
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Each unit ( ) represents 4 requests for pages
 or part thereof. 

      date: reqs: pages: 
 ---------: ----: -----: 

            1/Sep/03: 819:     54:    
            2/Sep/03: 689:     72:    
              3/Sep/03: 615:      46:   

Figure 2: An excerpt of a daily report

• a daily summary and an hourly summary. Analog also generates a daily
summary and an hourly summary which are depicted in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

Each unit ( ) represents 8 requests for pages
or part thereof. 

day: reqs: pages: 
---: ----: -----: 
Sun: 1643:   284:
Mon: 3669:   255:
Tue: 9001:   305:
Wed: 2091:   254:
Thu: 2928:   239:
Fri: 2263:   269:
Sat: 2669:    214:

Figure 3: An example of a daily summary

Each unit ( ) represents 4 requests for pages
 or part thereof. 

hour: reqs: pages: 
----: ----: -----: 
   0:  446:    52:
   1:  151:    32:
   2:  189:     65:

Figure 4: An excerpt of an hourly summary

• domain report. Given a set of domains, the report shows the number of
requests which are submitted from each domain, and also depicts the informa-
tion diagrammatically. Figure 5 shows an excerpt of a domain report. Figure 6
shows the report in form of a pie diagram.  

 reqs: %bytes: domain
-----: ------: -----
 6189: 35.21%: .com (Commercial)
11241:  21.61%: .uk (United Kingdom)

Figure 5: An excerpt of a domain report
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Figure 6: A domain report in form of a pie diagram

• organisation report. Given a set of organisations, the report shows the
number of requests which are submitted by each organisation, and also depicts
the information diagrammatically. Figure 7 and Figure 8 depict the report.

reqs: %bytes: organisation
----: ------: ------------
6389: 13.56%: blueyonder.co.uk
2787:  0.05%: batt.co.uk
2542:   9.17%: btopenworld.com

Figure 7: An excerpt of an organisation report

Figure 8: An organisation report in form of a pie diagram

In addition, Analog also generates other reports, such as a status code re-
port, a file size report, a file type report, a directory report and a request
report. 

A status code can be use to determine the status of a Web server response
to a user request. For example, it determines whether the Web server can
successfully response to a request. The list of all possible status code can
be found in RFC 2616 (section 10) (Fielding et al 1999). Given a status
code, a status code report shows the number of requests and the status code
for the requests. Figure 9 shows an excerpt of a status code report.
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 reqs: status code
-----: -----------
11254: 200 OK
13010: 304 Not modified since last retrieval

Figure 9: An excerpt of a status code report

A file size report shows the number of requests for each file size interval.
For example, it shows the number of requests in which the file size is be-
tween 1kb and 10kb. Given a set of file types, a file type report shows the
number of requests which are associated with each file types. For example,
it shows the number of requests in which the file type is “html”. Analo-
gously, given a set of directory references, a directory report shows the
number of requests which are associated with each directory reference.
Figure 10, 11 and 12 show an excerpt of a file size, a file type and a direc-
tory report.

       size:  reqs: %bytes: 
-----------: -----: ------: 
  1kb- 10kb:  5668: 31.46%: 
  10kb-100kb: 4419: 66.18%: 

Figure 10: An excerpt of a file size report

reqs: %bytes: extension
-----: ------: ---------
10143: 44.20%: .jpg [JPEG graphics]
 4003: 43.97%: .jsp [Java Server Pages]
 1113:  5.54%: .htm [Hypertext Markup Language]

Figure 11: An excerpt of a file type report

reqs : %bytes: directory
-----: ------: ---------
23072: 91.64%: /webocracy/
  372:   2.33%: /onecity/

Figure 12: An excerpt of a directory report

Given a set of file path references, a request report shows the number of
requests for each file path reference. The report can show which files Web
users frequently request. Hence, it can determine the degree of importance
of a file. Figure 13 shows an excerpt of a request report. 

reqs: %bytes:       last time: file
----: ------: ---------------: ----
 407:  4.72%: 23/Sep/03 10:05: /webocracy/forums.jsp
 394:  2.88%: 23/Sep/03 11:13: /webocracy/webcamindex.jsp
 300:   8.37%: 23/Sep/03 11:17: /webocracy/articles.jsp

Figure 13: An excerpt of a file report

Figure 13 shows that there are 

• 407 requests for the “forum.jsp”, 
• 394 requests for the “webcamindex.jsp” and  
• 300 requests for the “articles.jsp”.

The information indicate that Webocrat users are more interested in forum
and web cam facilities than articles. If this indication appears several times
in a monthly log file analysis, we may draw a conclusion that Webocrat us-
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ers are indeed more interested in forum and web cam facilities than arti-
cles.

In contrast, an error log contains log information which list error messages
which pertain to the HTTP server. For example, the Apache HTTP server
does not have access to a specific directory to create a log file, or cannot
use a port. Since the error log also contains relevant information to ModJk
connector, the error log is also discussed in relation to the ModJk connec-
tor in section 2.3.

2.2 Apache Tomcat Log
There are three different types of log files that Tomcat can generate. These
are an access log, a context log and a general log. The following three sec-
tions discuss each of them. To simplify the description of the Tomcat logs,
let us assume that $TOMCAT_HOME is the root directory in which Tomcat is
installed.

2.2.1 Configuring an Apache Tomcat Access Log

A Tomcat access log file contains the same information and has the same
format as an Apache access log which is described in section 2.1.1. There-
fore, there is no need to generate the log access file if an Apache HTTP
server already generates the file. As discussed in section 2.1.2, a log anal-
ysis tool can then be used to analyse the access log file.  To generate a
Tomcat access log, the Tomcat configuration file, $TOMCAT_HOME/conf/
server.xml should contain the following XML fragment. 

<Valve 
className="org.apache.catalina.valves.AccessLogValve"
verbosity="4"
directory="logs”
prefix="access_log."
suffix=".txt"
pattern="common"
timestamp="true"/>

Figure 14: An XML fragment used to configure an access log file in Tomcat

The XML fragment says that at start-up time, Tomcat should instantiate a
Tomcat access logger, create an access log file, and put the log file in the
directory, $TOMCAT_HOME/logs. The prefix, suffix and timestamp at-
tributes determine the name of the log file reference. In this example, since
the timestamp attribute = true, the name of the log file reference follows
the following naming convention.

a Tomcat access log file reference name 

= prefix + timestamp + suffix.
= [access_log.] + [YYYY-MM-DD] + [.txt]

The following example shows an excerpt of an Apache HTTP server and a
Tomcat access log.

An excerpt of an Apache Tomcat access log:

134.100.200.300 - - [14/Nov/2003:14:29:43 +0000] "GET /Webocrat/
scripts/wc_tree/empty.gif HTTP/1.1" 304 0
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An excerpt of an Apache HTTP server access log:

134.100.200.300 - - [14/Nov/2003:14:29:44 +0000] "GET /Webocrat/
scripts/wc_tree/empty.gif HTTP/1.1" 304 0

Clearly, that the Apache HTTP server and Tomcat access logs have the
same format and contain the same information. Although both access logs
contain the same information, there is a subtle difference between them.
The example shows that the Apache Tomcat finished the requests at
14:29:43. In contrast, the Apache HTTP server finished the requests at
14:29:44.

Given the two access logs, a system administrator can analyse whether
both, the Apache Tomcat and Apache HTTP server, have successfully
processed a user request by comparing the two log files. The two log files
can also be used to measure the time difference between the Apache Tom-
cat timestamp and the Apache HTTP server timestamp. In the example
above, it shows that the Apache Tomcat finished the request one second
earlier than the Apache HTTP server.

2.2.2 Configuring and Analysing an Apache Tomcat Context Log

A context log file contains information about context paths. A context path
means a Tomcat application path reference which is relative to the directo-
ry, $TOMCAT_HOME/webapps. Tomcat regards a Web application root di-
rectory as the reference name of a context path. To generate a Tomcat
context log, the Tomcat configuration file, $TOMCAT_HOME/conf/serv-
er.xml should contain the following XML fragment.

<Logger 
className="org.apache.catalina.logger.FileLogger"
verbosity="4"
prefix="context_log."
suffix=".txt"
timestamp="true"/>

Figure 15: An XML fragment used to configure a context log file in Tomcat

The XML fragment says that at start-up time, Tomcat should instantiate a
Tomcat file logger, create a context log file, and put the log file in the di-
rectory, $TOMCAT_HOME/logs. Analogous to the access log, the prefix, suf-
fix and timestamp attributes determine the name of the log file reference.
In this example, since the timestamp attribute = true, the name of the log
file reference follows the following naming convention.

a Tomcat context log file reference name 
= prefix + timestamp + suffix.
= [context_log.] + [YYYY-MM-DD] + [.txt]

In particular, a context log file contains the following log information.

• the instantiation of a set of classes which control the administration parts of
Tomcat. It can be configured in $TOMCAT_HOME/webapps/admin.xml;

2003-11-10 19:40:17 HostConfig[localhost]: 
Deploying configuration descriptor admin.xml
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• the instantiation of a Tomcat manager which controls the user privileges of a
Web application. It can be configured in $TOMCAT_HOME/webapps/man-
ager.xml;

2003-11-10 19:40:24 HostConfig[localhost]: 
Deploying configuration descriptor manager.xml

• the deployment of a Web application. The following lines show an excerpt of
the log information which are related to the deployment of the Webocrat sys-
tem.

2003-11-10 19:40:25 StandardHost[localhost]: Installing
web application at context path /Webocrat from URL file:/
usr/local/jakarta-tomcat-4.1.27/webapps/Webocrat

2003-11-10 19:40:25 WebappLoader[/Webocrat]: Deploying
class repositories to work directory /usr/local/jakarta-
tomcat-4.1.27/work/Standalone/localhost/Webocrat

2003-11-10 19:40:25 WebappLoader[/Webocrat]: Deploy
class files /WEB-INF/classes to /usr/local/jakarta-tom-
cat-4.1.27/webapps/Webocrat/WEB-INF/classes

2003-11-10 19:40:25 WebappLoader[/Webocrat]: Deploy JAR
/WEB-INF/lib/csap.jar to /usr/local/jakarta-tomcat-
4.1.27/webapps/Webocrat/WEB-INF/lib/csap.jar

2003-11-10 19:40:25 StandardWrapper[/Webocrat:default]:
Loading container servlet default

2003-11-10 19:40:25 StandardWrapper[/Webocrat:invoker]:
Loading container servlet invoker

• the removal of a Web application when Tomcat is shut down. The following
line shows the log information which is related to the removal of the Webocrat
system.

2003-11-10 19:49:27 StandardHost[localhost]: Removing
web application at context path /Webocrat

As listed above, a context log file contains information which can be used
to keep track of the status of a deployment of (a module of) a Web appli-
cation. The log information keep record on what Tomcat is loading at start-
up time. It can facilitate a Tomcat user to determine whether a new module
of a Web application is successfully loaded into Tomcat.

2.2.3 Analysing a General Tomcat Log

Tomcat generates a log file, called catalina.out. No configuration is
needed to generate this log file. The log file is not only used by a Tomcat
error logger, but is also used by a Tomcat standard output logger. This
means that the log file can contain any kind of information. The format
used in this log file is also varied. It may, for example, contain the follow-
ing information. 

10-Nov-2003 20:02:30 org.apache.commons.modeler.Registry loadReg-
istry
INFO: Loading registry information
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10-Nov-2003 20:02:30 org.apache.commons.modeler.Registry getRegis-
try
INFO: Creating new Registry instance

10-Nov-2003 20:02:35 org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11Protocol init
INFO: Initializing Coyote HTTP/1.1 on port 8080
Starting service Tomcat-Standalone
Apache Tomcat/4.1.27

The information above are generated by a standard output logger, and
show that the necessary Tomcat initialisation and object instantiations
have been carried out. In particular, the information state that  

• registry information has been loaded into the memory;
• a registry instance has been instantiated, and has processed the registry infor-

mation;
• the Apache Tomcat version 4.1.27 is up and running, and uses port 8080 for

communication.

The term, “registry” refers to either registry information or an instance that
processes the registry information. A registry instance can be used to load
other Tomcat instances and keep track of the information that pertain to the
instances.

The log file may also contain the following error message.

04-Sep-2003 15:58:52 org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11Protocol init

SEVERE: Error initializing endpoint java.net.BindException: Ad-
dress already in use:8080

at org.apache.tomcat.util.net.PoolTcpEndpoint.initEnd-
point(PoolTcpEndpoint.java:280)
at org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11Protocol.in-
it(Http11Protocol.java:150)
at org.apache.coyote.tomcat4.CoyoteConnector.initial-
ize(CoyoteConnector.java:1156)
at org.apache.catalina.core.StandardService.initialize(
StandardService.java:579)

The example above is an error message which is generated by a Tomcat er-
ror logger, and means that Tomcat cannot use the port 8080 as the port is
already in use. 

A Tomcat context log and a general Tomcat log provide a Tomcat user
with useful information which can help the user to determine whether er-
rors have occurred when a Web application is deployed. These log files are
especially useful for a Web programmer (or developer) who wants to know
whether Tomcat can interact well with their Web modules. These log files,
however, are less useful for a system administrator (or operator) who al-
ready has a stable Web applications in place. Further details about Tomcat
log files can be found in [http://jakarta.apache.org/tomcat/tomcat-4.1-doc/
config/logger.html]
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2.3 Analysing ModJk Log
A ModJk connector functions as an instance which establishes a channel
communication between an Apache HTTP server and an Apache Tomcat.
Hence, the log information can well be about an Apache HTTP server, an
Apache Tomcat or the connector itself. There are three log files which are
used to store ModJk log information. These are 

1. the Apache HTTP error log file, “error_log” (as described in section 2.1.1);
2. the general Tomcat log, “catalina.out“ (as described in section 2.2.3);
3. the ModJk log file, called “jk2.log”. The log file can be found in the directory in

which the Apache HTTP error log file is stored.

An excerpt of the information which are stored in the Apache HTTP error
log file, “error_log”, and pertain to the ModJk connector is shown below.

[error] channelApr.open() attempt to connect to 127.0.0.1:8009 
(localhost) failed 111

[error] ajp13.connect() failed ajp13:localhost:8009

[notice] channelApr.open(): create tcp socket 135731152

[notice] uriMap: creating context */Webocrat

[notice] uriMap.init() adding context /Webocrat for /Webocrat/*

The two error messages say that the ModJk connector has failed to open a
communication channel at 127.1.1.1:8009.  The error messages will not be
a fatal error if afterwards the ModJk connector is able to create a socket for
a communication channel. This scenario can happen when the ModJk con-
nector tries to establish a communication with an Apache HTTP server be-
fore the Apache HTTP server completes its initialisations.

In addition, an excerpt of the information which are stored in the general
Tomcat log file, “catalina.out“, and pertain to the ModJk connector is
shown below.

10-Nov-2003 20:02:51 org.apache.jk.server.JkMain newHandler

SEVERE: No class name for channelApr channelApr

10-Nov-2003 20:02:52 org.apache.jk.server.JkMain start

INFO: disabling jni components: java.io.IOException: no jkjni in
java.library.path

The first part of the log information is an error message which is generated
by a Tomcat error logger due to a failure in creating an Apache Portable
Runtime (APR) communication channel. Analogous to the problem de-
scribed above, this can happen when the ModJk connector tries to establish
a communication with a Tomcat server, before the Tomcat server com-
pletes its initialisations.

The second part of the log information is a general message which is gen-
erated by a Tomcat standard output logger. It says that no file path refer-
ence for the Java Native Interface (JNI) module can be found in the ModJk
environment variable, called java.library.path. In this context, it should not
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be regarded as an error, since APR communication channel is used. If a JNI
socket were used for a communication channel, then this log information
should be regarded as a serious error message.

The third log, “jk2.log” does not produce any useful information. The
following line shows an excerpt of the jk2 log.

[Tue Oct 14 18:55:40 2003] (info) [jk_logger_file.c (184)]  

Initializing log file /usr/local/apache2/logs/jk2.log 

Clearly, that the log information only states that the “jk2.log” file has been
initialised.

In short, the ModJk connector log information can be found in the three log
files. These are the Apache HTTP error log file, the general Tomcat log file
and the jk2 log file. Each log file contains information which pertain to the
ModJk connector, and most of the information are about the socket used
for a communication channel. The three log files are especially useful for
a Web programmer (or developer) who wants to experiment with the Mod-
Jk connector and a number of different communication channels, such as
APR channel, UNIX channel and JNI channel. The log files, however, are
less useful for a system administrator (or operator) who already has a stable
ModJk connector in place. 

2.4 Summary
An Apache HTTP server generates two log files. These are an access log
and an error log. A log analysis tool can be used to analyse the access log
in order to generate useful statistical information. The error log is used to
store error messages. 

An Apache Tomcat generates three log files. These are an access log, a
context log and a general Tomcat log. The Tomcat access log has the same
format and information as the Apache HTTP server access log. The context
log contains information about context paths. These information can be
used to keep track of the status of a deployment of (a module of) a Web
application. The general Tomcat log, “catalina.out” is not only used by
a Tomcat error logger, but is also used by a Tomcat standard output logger.
Hence, the log file can contain any kind of information. The format used
in this log file is also varied.

A ModJk connector log information can well be about an Apache HTTP
server, an Apache Tomcat or the connector itself. The log information
which pertain to the connector and Apache HTTP server are stored in the
error log file of the Apache HTTP server. The log information which per-
tain to the connector and Apache Tomcat are stored in the general Tomcat
log file. The log information which only pertain to the connector are stored
in the ModJk log file, “jk2.log”. Most of the log information are about
the socket used for a communication channel.
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3 Shutdown and Restart Procedure
This section describes the actions that need to be carried out when the op-
erating system used, for example Linux or Unix, is to be shut down and re-
started again, with respect to the Webocrat system and the three software
components. 

To simplify the description of the following shutdown and restart proce-
dure, let us assume 

• a MySQL server is installed in /usr/local/mysql;
• an Apache Tomcat is installed in /usr/local/jakarta;
• an Apache HTTP server is installed in /usr/local/apache2.

The symbol, “shell>“, which is depicted below, represents a Unix / Linux
prompt. It could be a bash shell prompt, xterm prompt, etc.      

Prior to the system shutdown, the following steps need to be carried out.

Step 1: Shutting down an Apache HTTP server gracefully.

shell> /usr/local/apache2/bin/apachectl –k graceful

By executing the command line above, the HTTP server will
deal with any pending connection or user requests before it
stops operating.

Step 2: Shutting down an Apache Tomcat.

shell> /bin/sh /usr/local/jakarta/bin/shutdown.sh

Step 3: Shutting down a MySQL server.

shell> /usr/local/mysql/bin/mysqladmin –u root shutdown -p

To shut down, a MySQL server, a root password is required.

To restart the Webocrat system, the following steps need to be carried out.

Step 1: Starting a MySQL server.

shell> /usr/local/mysql/bin/safe_mysqld &

Step 2: Starting an Apache Tomcat.

shell> /bin/sh  /usr/local/jakarta/bin/startup.sh

Step 3: Restarting an Apache HTTP server.

shell> /usr/local/apache2/bin/apachectl –k restart

It is also important to delay few seconds prior to restarting an Apache Tom-
cat and an HTTP server, so that the MySQL server and Apache Tomcat
have sufficient time to carry out their initialisation. In our setting, we delay
10 seconds prior to restarting an Apache Tomcat and an HTTP server. The
following shows the listing code of a shell script which can be used to start
the three software components.

Listing code of a shell script for starting a MySQL server, Tom-
cat and an Apache HTTP server:

#Starting a MySQL server
cd /usr/local/mysql/bin
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safe_mysqld &
cd ~

sleep 10

#Starting Tomcat
/usr/local/jakarta/bin/startup.sh

sleep 10

# Starting an Apache HTTP server
/usr/local/apache2/bin/apachectl –k restart
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4 Maintaining The Webocrat Database
The Webocrat system stores data in two separate databases, and relies on
a MySQL server to manage the two databases. The first database is called
csap, and contains 8 tables which are listed below. 

objects, permissions, roles, ura,

operations, pra, sessions, users.

The term, csap stands for communication, security, authentication and pri-
vacy. The csap database is used to store user profiles, privileges and roles. 

The second database is called webocrat, and contains 23 tables which are
listed below.

brainAssociation dfmForum oprPolling repNewsMessage

brainLink dfmMessage oprQuestion tpmTender

brainParentChild dfmMessageTree oprResult wbcUser

cmmForm dfmThread repDigest wbcUserProperty

cmmSubmission docResource repIndexPool webResource

cmmValue oprAnswer renews

Given a table, the MySQL server generates three different files; each of
them stores different type of information, and has a different file extension.
The following table lists all the three files.

For example, the definition of a table, called users is stored in a file, called
users.frm. The data that the table holds are stored in a file, called us-
ers.MYD, and the indexes which are associated with the data are stored in
a file, called users.MYI.

The MySQL database management system provides a MySQL user with a
set of utilities which can be used to carry out a backup and restore opera-
tions. It also facilitates a MySQL user to check (or repair) a database. The
detailed description of these MySQL utilities can be found in the MySQL
documentation which is available at [http://www.mysql.com/documenta-
tion/mysql/bychapter/
manual_MySQL_Database_Administration.html#Disaster_Prevention].

It is necessary to take a precaution against loss of data. It is therefore rec-
ommended that a system administrator uses the utilities to backup the two
Webocrat databases when 

1. an operating system maintenance is going to be carried out, or 
2. a new version of MySQL (or other software components which can have an effect

on the Webocrat databases) is going to be installed.

File Type of information stored

<table_name>.frm Tale definition

<table_name>.MYD Data

<table_name>.MYI Index

Table 2: The three file types which are used to represent a MySQL table
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A system administrator may also backup the two databases once in a 6-
month, or once in a year. To do so, a sufficient disk space should be avail-
able. Section 4.1 describes how to backup and restore the two Webocrat
databases to prevent any loss of data by using the MySQL utilities. In ad-
dition, a system administrator can perform a regular check-up on the two
databases to determine whether the two Webocrat databases are not corrupt
in anyway, and repair the databases when errors have occurred. Section 4.2
discusses these two issues. 

4.1 Backup and Restore
To backup and restore the csap and webocrat databases, a MySQL server
should be up and running, and a root password is required. 

The following commands have to be carried out to backup the two databas-
es.

shell> mysqldump –-complete-insert csap >
 csap_10102003.sql –u root -p

shell> mysqldump –-complete-insert webocrat >
webocrat_10102003.sql –u root –p

The mysqldump opens a connection to the MySQL server and delegates
the backup operation to the server. The server then stores all the table struc-
tures and contents of a database in form of a SQL script. In this example,
all the table structures and contents of the csap database are stored in a file,
called “csap_backup.sql”, and all the table structures and contents of the
webocrat database in a file, called “webocrat_backup.sql”.

There is no naming convention for how the backup file should be named.
Since each of them represents a database and is in form of a SQL script, it
is recommended that the prefix of each file name would be the name of the
database and the file extension used is “.sql”. Following the prefix, we
can attach the backup date, so that it can help us to remember the date this
backup was carried out.

To restore the two databases, the following three steps have to be carried
out.

Step 1: Remove all the existing tables of the two databases, but do not 
remove the two databases. For example,

mysql> USE csap;

mysql> DROP TABLE IF EXISTS users;

Ensure that all the existing tables of the two databases have
been removed.

mysql> USE csap;

mysql> SHOW TABLES;
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Step 2: Add  “USE csap” command at the top of the 
csap_10102003.sql. Analogously, add “USE webocrat” command 
at the top of the webocrat_10102003.sql.

Step 3: Restore the two databases.

shell> mysql  <  csap_10102003.sql –u root -p

shell> mysql  <  webocrat_10102003.sql –u root -p

Let us now assume, we want to backup a table, called “users” which be-
longs to the csap database. The following steps have to be carried out.

Step 1: Execute USE command.

mysql> USE csap;

Step 2: Lock the table, called users.

mysql> LOCK TABLES users READ;

Lock the table in a read mode only, so that other threads are
still able to query the table.

Step 3: Execute FLUSH command.

mysql> FLUSH TABLES users;

By doing so, all the active indexes are stored persistently.
This is to ensure that the table and the backup file containing
the data, index and structure of the table are not corrupted.

Step 4: Backup the table.

mysql> BACKUP TABLE users TO ′/usr/local/mysql/backup′;

The MySQL server should have a write privilege to the direc-
tory. Otherwise, the backup operation will fail. It can be
achieved by using the following command lines.

shell> cd /usr/local/mysql

shell> mkdir backup

shell> cd backup

shell> chgrp –R mysql .

shell> chmod g+w /usr/local/mysql/backup

The five command lines say that we

• create a new directory, called /usr/local/mysql/
backup; 

• change the group to which the directory, /usr/local/
mysql/backup belong into mysql. The dot character at
the fourth line represents the directory, /usr/local/
mysql/backup;

• add a write privilege to the group to which  the directory
belongs. 

By executing the backup command, we make a backup file
of the table, and store the file into the directory, /usr/lo-
cal/mysql/backup. Do not forget to put a punctuation
mark at the beginning and the end of the directory reference.
By now, we should be able to see two files in the backup di-
rectory. These are users.frm and users.MYD. The
MySQL server does not generate the index file, us-
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ers.MYI. The index file can be automatically generated
when we carry out a restore operation. 

Step 5: Unlock the table

mysql> UNLOCK TABLES;

To restore the table, it is necessary to ensure that no other threads are ac-
cessing the csap database, and the following steps have to be carried out.

Step 1: Execute USE command.

mysql> USE csap;

Step 2: Drop the existing table.

mysql> DROP TABLE IF EXISTS users;

Since the MySQL server does not overwrite (or replace) the
existing table with the old table, the existing table has to be
removed.  

Step 3: Restore the old table.

mysql> RESTORE TABLE users FROM ′/usr/local/mysql/backup′;

Do not forget to put a punctuation mark at the beginning and
the end of the directory reference. In this context, restoring a
table means that the MySQL server 

• creates a table, called users;
• uploads the data from within the /usr/local/mysql/

backup/users.MYD into the table; 
• creates the users.frm and users.MYI files. 

4.2 Check-up and Repair
The MySQL program utility, called myisamchk can be used to perform a
regular check-up on the two databases. To carry out the check-up opera-
tion, it is necessary to shut down the MySQL server, in order to prevent any
unexpected error which might occur as the MySQL server and the myisam-
chk are accessing the same table at the same time. 

There are three options with which a check-up operation can be carried out.
Each option represents the degree to which a check-up should be carried
out. These are default, medium, very thoroughly. The following three com-
mand lines show how a check-up can be carried out with the three different
options.  

shell> myisamchk *.MYI    

shell> myisamchk –-medium-check *.MYI 

shell> myisamchk –-extend-check *.MYI

The three command lines above assume that we execute the command
from the directory in which all the tables of a database are stored. In the
case where the command is executed from another directory, we have to
specify the absolute directory path reference of the database. The asterisk
character means that we want to check-up all the tables of a database. In
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the case where we only want to check-up a table, the asterisk should be re-
placed with a table name.

Although the third option, --extend-check, which means a very thor-
oughly check-up, can determine all the possible errors which might occur,
the myisamchk will consumes a lot of memory. In the most cases, using the
second option, “medium” should be sufficient. The myisamchk can identi-
fy almost all the possible errors which might occur. 

An excerpt of the output that myisamchk generates is shown below.

Checking MyISAM file: brainLink.MYI

Data records: 876   Deleted blocks: 0

- check file-size

- check key delete-chain

- check record delete-chain

- check index reference

- check data record references index: 1

- check data record references index: 2

- check data record references index: 3  

In the case where an error has occurred, the myisamchk can be used to re-
pair a table. Prior to the use of myisamchk, it is very important that a sys-
tem administrator makes a copy of all the files which are associated with
the table which is going to be repaired. There are three ways in which a re-
pair operation can be carried out. The following three command lines show
how a repair operation can be carried out in three different ways.  

shell> myisamchk –r –q a_table_name

shell> myisamchk –r a_table_name

shell> myisamchk –-safe-recover a_table_name

The first command line, which uses –r (=recover) and –q (=quick), carries
out a repair operation in a quick way. The second command line carries out
a repair operation in a standard way. It can handle almost all the possible
errors. The third command should only be used when the second command
does not work. The third command requires a lot of memory space. 
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5 Understanding Associations in Webocrat

5.1 What Is an Association?
After you create your knowledge model (ontology) it must be somehow
connected (associated, linked, annotated) with actual data in Webocrat sys-
tem to serve its purpose. The data or resources in Webocrat are:

• documents
• discussions
• pollings
• web links
• tenders
• submissions
• site menu categories

To use more intelligent managing of resources than just full-text search, we
need to associate each resource with related concept(s) from ontology. As-

sociating is very important aspect of Webocrat and together with quality of ontology

it significantly influences the site navigation and search results.

5.2 How are the Associations Used?
To understand the importance of associations, we show how Webocrat
uses them. Webocrat doesn't work at all without associations. Browsing
through site menu would not show any results, you wouldn't be able to
search for similar resources. The only thing that would work would be full-
text search. So to get Webocrat into life, we need to associate our resourc-
es.

• Resource will be automatically shown in some menu category only if it is
associated with the same or similar concepts as the category. Let’s show it on
example. Assume we adopted the ontology from Knowledge Model Devel-
oper's Guide. All classes remain the same but we change some instances to
better reflect current sample situation.

1. So we have ontology containing the following branch:

Organisation

Educational organization

University

University of Wolverhampton

2. We have menu containing the following category chain:

WEBOCRAT

Education and Learning

Educational Institutions

3. Category Educational Institutions from menu was associated with
concept Educational organization from ontology because they are very
closely related if not identical. This causes that any resource associated with
Educational organization concept will be shown in Educational
Institutions category. Moreover, not only resource associated directly with
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Educational organization  concept but also resource associated with
any “similar” concept to Educational organization concept will be
listed. Of course, it will have the smaller score. In our case some similar concepts
are University and University of Wolverhampton concept.

4. We have article “University Wins Lords Award for Estate Work” which is asso-
ciated with (linked to) University of Wolverhampton concept. As
already mentioned, University of Wolverhampton concept is very simi-
lar to Educational organization concept and therefore our document
will automatically appear in Educational Institutions category as
shown bellow. The concepts are similar enough so document relevance is high.

• Webocrat can automatically suggest keywords (concepts) and categories asso-
ciated with currently shown resource so user can find related resources if he
clicks on these concepts. This way it is possible to get all resources associated
with selected concept or category. Results are sorted by relevance.

• When listing the search results Webocrat can automatically suggest related
keywords and categories to the results listed.

5.3 Similarity of Concepts
We have mentioned that concepts can be similar to each other in previous
section. The algorithm for computing the similarity is quite complex and
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you don’t need to know the details. As a simplification just remember that
those concepts that are closer to original one via IS-A relation in ontology
are more similar than others.

However, Webocrat doesn’t look for all similar concepts. It must always
set some threshold where it stops searching. This threshold is dynamic and
depends on number of resources associated with searched concepts. If
there are many resources associated with currently processed concept, We-
bocrat doesn’t look for more concepts and returns resources associated
with concepts which were already found.

There is one other constraint when searching. If there were no resources as-
sociated with similar concepts, Webocrat would try to search for concepts
that are too far from the original one and it would also find totally unrelated
concepts. Therefore Webocrat usually stops searching after processing 32
most similar concepts.

5.4 Basic Rules for Associating of Resources
When you associate your resource (e.g. article) you can link it to as many
concepts or categories as you wish. However, you should follow several
simple rules:

• Try to always link your resource to concepts from ontology, not to site menu
categories. As mentioned above, resource will automatically appear in the
proper categories as well. If you re-associate your categories or add or delete
some categories, all changes will be automatically propagated and the
resource will always be listed in proper categories.

There is one exception. If you link your resource to concept, there is no way to
say the system explicitly to place the resource under specific category. Webo-
crat “decides” it itself and places the resource in the categories automatically
in computed order. Sometimes you may want the resource to appear in speci-
fied category and on the first place. Then you should link the resource also to
the category. But this shouldn’t happen to often.

• Always link to the most specific concept. If we have ontology containing the
following branch:

Organisation

Educational organization

University

University of Wolverhampton

and we have document about University of Wolverhampton, we should asso-
ciate it with University of Wolverhampton concept and not with e.g. Univer-
sity concept.

If we link to the most specific concept we will get the best search results. You
may ask: “But wait, this article is also related to University concept. I should
link it to that concept as well!” The answer is NO. Remember that Webocrat is
able to find similar concepts automatically. Webocrat will automatically know
that our article is 100% related to University of Wolverhampton concept and
let’s say 97% related to University concept.
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This doesn’t mean you cannot link to several concepts. If resource is related to
several concepts, link them all. Also remember, Webocrat usually stops look-
ing for similar concepts after it finds 32 most similar concepts. If you want it
to go beyond that imaginary border, you should link the resource also to some
concept after that border. You don’t know what this border is but if you look at
the ontology you can see if some concept is close enough to the original or
not. If not, just link to it too.

• Don’t link your resource to too many concepts or categories. Pick only one or
few the most relevant.
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6 Creating Site Menu - Categories

6.1 What the Categories Are
When citizen visits Webocrat site, he uses menu on the right side as the
most important navigation tool.

Menu consists of categories. Each category may
contain other sub-categories and each category
can be placed under multiple categories. The root
category is named WEBOCRAT. User can
browse this category structure and when he clicks
particular category, relevant resources (docu-
ments, discussions, pollings, ...) will be listed.

To find relevant resources, each category must be
associated (linked) with one or more concepts in
the ontology. Relevant resources to this category
are those linked to the same or similar concepts.

6.2 Difference between Categories and Ontology
Category based kind of site navigation is not uncommon, Yahoo or Google
Directory both use the same approach. The important fact is that this menu
structure must be as simple as possible and clear to understand. This is the
main difference between categories and ontology.

• Unlike the ontology which  follows strict hierarchy rules (IS-A relations –
subclass must be a special case of super class, concepts have attributes – slots,
...), category structure is simpler and there are no restrictions for building the
hierarchy.

For example, the following picture shows that Educational Institu-
tions category is under Education and Learning category. This is
quite natural and it is how users usually expect it to be.

However, this is not possible in ontology. As men-
tioned in Knowledge Model Developer's Guide, the
subclass must be a special case of super class. In our
case  Educational Institutions are not spe-

cial case of  Education and Learning. Educational Institu-
tions are special case of Institutions. The relationship between
Educational Institutions and Education and Learning (if
such concepts exist in ontology) must be expressed by slots instead of
subclass_of relation in the ontology.

• Other difference is the size. Ontology is usually bigger, more complex and
contains more information (in slots). This is good because ontology informa-
tion is used by search algorithm and the more information the better search
results.

But user doesn't need all this information. If site navigation was based on
ontology, the site could be complex and confusing. Therefore there is a menu
with categories. Categories are simplified view on ontology.

• From the above mentioned we can see the different purpose of ontology and
categories. While ontology represents organisation's knowledge base which is
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used in back-end (for search) and doesn't change too often, categories have
presentational purpose and serve for site displaying and navigation.

Once the ontology is finished by knowledge expert, it doesn't change for
longer time. Categories, on the other hand, are managed by site administrator
and can be modified any time to best fit for the site's target group or other
design requirements.

For example, ontology can cover financial issues but we don't want to present
them on Webocrat site. The solution is simple, we don't add categories related
to finances.
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7 The Association Statistics
In the Webocrat system, associations are simply the groups of mutually rel-
evant information resources (e.g. forums, pollings, articles etc.). For exam-
ple the system creates association for each concept of the ontology. This
association will contain all resources linked to the associated concept. Sim-
ilarly, the system can create associations for the categories in the naviga-
tion menu. On the "System Settings / Association Statistics" page of the
administrator tool the administrator of the system can display the list of
some important statistics about the usage of all associations. There are two
different types of associations:

•   associations assigned to the concepts from the ontology

•  associations assigned to the categories of the navigation menu

The page presents statistics in two columns denoted as the "Links" statis-
tics and the "Profiles" statistics.

In the first column, the list of all associations is ordered according to the
number of links (number of related resources) included in the particular as-
sociation. Since each association is relevant to the one concept, this statis-
tic denotes how data in the system covers particular concept. Administrator
can see which part of the knowledge model is most covered by published
data in the system.

In the second column, the list of associations is ordered according to the
number of users who have added particular association into their profile.
According to this statistic, administrator can see whish concept or category
is most interesting for the users.

When the number of user profiles is high and the number of links is low
(association is displayed on the beginning of the second column and on the
end of the first column) associated concept or category is highly interesting
for the users but the system contains only few published resources that are
relevant to the topic of the associated concept or category. In this case the
publishers should consider adding new related content.

The last presented statistics on the page are:

• the number of all associations in the system (number of ontology concepts
plus number of categories in the navigation menu)

• the number of all links to the resources
• the number of links to the user profiles.

According to the number of links to the user profiles, administrator can es-
timate the number of users who have provided information about their area
of interest.
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8 The Settings of the Ontology client
The ontology client periodically reloads the ontology from server. The ad-
ministrator can control how often this update takes place by adjusting the
refresh interval on the "System Settings / Ontology Settings" page of the
administration tool.

Figure 16: Ontology settings page.

The date of the last ontology update is presented on the "Last update" row.
If the automatic updating of the ontology is turned off, the administrator
can reload ontology manually by clicking on the "Reload Ontology Now"
button. Since the ontology should not be changed very often, manual up-
date is preferred way of ontology updating.
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9 The Search Settings
The search indexer periodically adds new resources (forum messages, ar-
ticles etc.) into the searchable resource database. This database (search in-
dex) is used for full-text search. Resources will not appear in search results
until they are indexed, so refresh interval should be based on frequency of
the publishing of new resources.

Figure 17: Search settings

The directory where the search index is stored is displayed on "Index path"
row. The date of the last index update is displayed on the "Last indexed"
row. Auto indexing can be turned off. However in that case, resources will
not be indexed unless administrator does so manually. The administrator
can index resources manually by clicking on "Update Index Now" button,
but automatic indexing is preferred way of index updating.
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10 Alerts and Messages
When the new resource is created and published in the system, it is liked
to the relevant concepts from the ontology. System will send message
about this event to the all users, which have at least one of these concepts
in their profiles. Other modules can generate news messages also for other
events in the system (for example, communication module can generate
message when the state of the user's submissions has been changed).

When user will log into the system, new messages since the last login date
are presented on his/her personal access page. Messages for particular user
can be included to the digested message and send by e-mail. Digested mes-
sage is send to the user according to the user settings in some time period.

Administrator can manage all generated messages about the events on
"Messages" tab in the administration tool. The list of all messages is pre-
sented on "Messages / Summary" page. 

The following information is presented:

• channel – different types of messages can be forwarded to different informa-
tion channels and each channel can be presented on different part of the user
page

• creation date – sending date
• headline – message headline (for generated messages associated with some

resource, headline is generated from the resource name)
• text – message text (for generated messages associated with some resource,

text is generated from the resource description)

The message can be removed by clicking on "Remove" link.

On "Messages / Send" page, the administrator can send message to the par-
ticular user. To send new message, type message headline and text and se-
lect message recipients from the list of all users. You can select multiple
recipients. The messages send to the "anonymous" user will be visible for
all users.
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11 The Layout of  the User Interface Page
The screenshot on Figure 18 shows a whole layout of  Webocrat page vis-
ible for users. The static parts are framed with blue color and the dynamic
ones are in the red frames. All static parts may be simply modified by
editing HTML files. The next ones are dynamically generated by the
Webocrat system and can not be edited (except of cascade styles used in
them).

Figure 18: Layout of  Webocrat user interface (main page)

Static parts of page are:

1. The head of the page (header)
2. The foot of the page (footer)
3. Information banner 

Dynamic parts of page are:

4. navigation bar – enables navigation on the web site, change the language and con-
tains search bar for fulltext searching.

5. user information banner – contains information about user, who is actually logged
on.

6. main content – shows the content of the actually found resources.
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7. menu of web categories (7) – contains the list of categories used for navigation on
the site.

11.1 Editing of static parts of pages
All static parts of pages are stored in the separate HTML files, which are
simply editable. If you edit these parts, all changes will be automatically
visible on the given page. 

All files of static parts are stored in %WEBOCRAT_HOME%\citizen\include
directory, where %WEBOCRAT_HOME% represents directory, where Webocrat
system is installed.

It might have the following value on Linux:

$WEBOCRAT_HOME=/usr/local/Webocrat

or on Windows:

%WEBOCRAT_HOME%=C:\Program Files\Apache Group\Tomcat 4.1\webapps\
webocrat

The table below shows the names of static parts of pages with their corre-
sponding files.

All files may contain any fragment of HTML code (without tags HTML
and BODY), which will be displayed in the given part of page. The files
may be also empty. It is recommended to insert all these parts into the ta-
ble, in order to achieve better page formatting.  The files, which contain
text with diacritic, should be coded in UTF-8. For that reason it is eligible
to use editor, which support this code (f.e. Notepad in MS Windows).

11.2 Description of static parts of pages
There are described mentioned static parts of the pages in this section.

11.2.1 The head of the page

This section can contain introducing information about organization, its
logo etc.

Example: 

<table width="100%" border="0" class="header"
cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" style="border:
#000000 1px solid; background-image: url('images/
navbar.gif');">
  <tr>
    <td width="1%">

Name of static part of page Name of file

The head of page header.html

The foot of page footer.html

Right information banner rchannels.html

Table 3: Static pages and corresponding files.
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      <img src="images/logo.gif" border="0">
    </td>
    <td width="99%" align="center">
      <img src="images/logo-center.gif" border="0">
    </td>    
  </tr>
</table>

This example depicts the page header consisting of 2 pictures
(logo.gif and logo-center.gif that must be stored in the direc-
tory with relative “images”). The “header” class of CSS
styles formats the table of “head section” (see below). 

11.2.2 The foot of the page

This static part of pages has a similar structure as a head.

11.2.3 Right information banner

This part of page can contain static information, which is not modifying so
frequently to the contrary dynamic generated content of pages.  The banner
can include advertisements, announcements, and so on. 

Example:

<tr>
  <td>

<table width="100%" border="0" style="border:
#c0c0c0 1px solid; margin-bottom: 1px; background-
color: #ffffff">
      <tr>
        <td align="center">
          <a href="http://www.webocracy.sk" 
          target="_blank"><img src="images/
          Webocrat-banner.jpg" border="0" 
          alt="Webocrat Project" width="150"
          height="38"></a>
        </td>
      </tr>
      <tr>
        <td align="center">
          <a href="http://europa_eu_int/
          information_society" target="_blank">
          <img src="images/IST-logo.jpg" 
          border="0" alt="Information Society
          Website" width="100" height="52"></a>
        </td>
      </tr>
    </table>
  </td>
</tr>
<tr>
  <td height="100%" valign="top" 
    class="left-bottom-channel">
    <div style="font-size: x-small" align="center">
   &copy; 2001-2003 Webocracy <br/> IST-1999-20364
   <br/> WEBOCRAT Version 1.0
   </div>
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  </td>
</tr>

This example creates the piece of table, which looks like ban-
ner 3 on Figure 18.

Every banner may contain several rows of table, which
shouldn't be between tags <TABLE> ... </TABLE>.

11.3 Description of used CSS
The layout of dynamic parts of generated pages can be partially custom-
ized using CSS classes.

Style sheets offer flexibility in terms of the presentation effects that they
provide. Properties such as color, background, margin, border, and many
more can be applied to all elements. With just HTML and its proprietary
extensions, one must rely on attributes like BGCOLOR, which are only avail-
able for a few elements. Style sheets give the flexibility of applying a style
to all paragraphs, or all level-two headings, or all emphasized text.

To customize citizen user interface, administrator can modify default style
sheet in the $WEBOCRAT_HOME/citizen/webocrat.css file. The file is di-
vided to sections related to particular system modules:

• common
• forums
• pollings
• articles
• forms
• tenders
• search

Common section is related to all pages. It contains CSS rules definitions for
links, navigation menu, navigation bar, form labels, error messages etc.
Search section contains definitions for formatting of the search results (on
index.jsp and search.jsp page).

Other sections contain definitions for formatting of pages of the particular
modules. Each defined CSS rule has associated CSS class. The naming
convention for the classes is based on the name of the page that contains
formatted elements. For instance, the class name used for formatting of the
list of all forums on forums.jsp page starts with "forums" string. The rest
of the class name is related to the part of the page:

• header – header of the table
• odd – odd rows in the table
• even – even rows in the table
• footer – footer of the table

so for example rule for formatting of the table header where all forums are
listed on forums.jsp page has class name "forums-header" etc.
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12 How to Localize Webocrat
Localisation of the WEBOCRAT system.

Note: <TomcatHome> 
is a Tomcat Apache in-
stallation path

In this part we will describe, how to add a new localization language into
the WEBOCRAT system. We will do it in 3 steps (see chapters 12.1-12.3).
It is recommended, but not needed to stop the Tomcat service during the
process of internationalisation. If  you will not stom the Tomcat we recom-
mend you not to replace any files listed below until all the modifications
are done. You can copy all the files and keep your modified files in some
temporary folder.

12.1 Selecting language.
Localisation of the webocrat system is done via java common internation-
alisation. See java documentation for the further information. First we have
to select language in which interface should appear. Let’s choose Hungar-
ian language. We need ISO-639 language code and ISO-3166 country code
for the selected language. Both of them are common strings (see java doc-
umentation for how to obtain them. For the Hungarian language 

Language code = “hu”

Country code= “HU”

12.2 Add switch possibilities to the interfaces
We have to modify both administration and citizen interface to be able to
switch to new language.

12.2.1 ADMIN interface 

Modify the file <TomcatHome>/webapps/webocrat/admin/login.jsp
as follows (notify that only modified parts of the file are printed below):

…

<% 

if (language != null) {

      Cookie langCookie = new Cookie("webocrat_language",language);

     langCookie.setMaxAge(365 * 24 * 60 * 60);

     response.addCookie(langCookie);

     if (language.compareToIgnoreCase("SK")==0) {

     adminBean.setLanguage("common","sk","SK");

        } else if (language.compareToIgnoreCase("GB")==0) {

           adminBean.setLanguage("common","en","GB");

        } else if (language.compareToIgnoreCase(“HU")==0) {

           adminBean.setLanguage("common","hu","HU");

} else{

           adminBean.setModuleBundle("common");

 }

 }else{

        language = getCookie("webocrat_language", request);

        if (language.compareToIgnoreCase("SK")==0) {
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            adminBean.setLanguage("common","sk","SK");

        } else if (language.compareToIgnoreCase("GB")==0) {
            adminBean.setLanguage("common","en","GB"); 
} else if (language.compareToIgnoreCase(“HU")==0) {
            adminBean.setLanguage("common","hu","HU");
        } else{
            adminBean.setModuleBundle("common");

}

    }

    if (redirect == null) {
        redirect = "/";
    }

…

<tr>
<td colspan="4"><div align="right">
<a href="login.jsp?language=GB"><img src="images/gb.gif" bor-
der="0"></a> 
/ <a href="login.jsp?language=SK"><img src="images/sk.gif" bor-
der="0"></a>
/  <a href="login.jsp?language=HU"><img src="images/hu.gif" bor-
der="0"></a>
</div>
</td>
</tr>
…

You have to insert new language image (national flag) into <Tom-
catHome>/webapps/webocrat/admin/images/  size 25x15pixels (hu.gif
in this case).

12.2.2 CITIZEN interface

You have to modify two files.

First file to modify is <TomcatHome>/webapps/webocrat/citizen/in-
clude/navbar.jsp

…
<td>
 <a href="index.jsp?language=sk"><img src="images/language-sk.gif" 
 border="0"></a>
</td>

<td>
    /
</td>

<td>
 <a href="index.jsp?language=en"><img src="images/language-gb.gif"
 border="0"></a>
</td>

<td>
    /

</td>

<td>
 <a href="index.jsp?language=hu"><img src="images/language-hu.gif" 
 border="0"></a>
</td>
…
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Second file to modify is <TomcatHome>/webapps/webocrat/citizen/
index.jsp

…

String language = ParamUtils.getParameter(request, "language",
true);

    if (language != null) {
        if (language.equals("sk")) {
            skin.setLanguage("sk", "SK");
        } else if (language.equals("en")) {
            skin.setLanguage("en", "GB");
        } else if (language.equals("hu")) {
            skin.setLanguage("hu", "HU");
        }

response.sendRedirect(request.getHeader("Referer"));
        return;
    }
…

You have to insert new language image (national flag) into <Tom-
catHome>/webapps/webocrat/citizen/images/ size 25x15pixels
(language_hu.gif in this case).

12.3 Property files
Now we have to create property files for the new language. These are the
files, where translated texts in new language are stored. We have to create
new language property files for these files (all of them located in <Tom-
catHome>/webapps/webocrat/WEB-INF/classes/language/ directo-
ry)

used for the administrator interface:

• cat/cat.properties
• cmm/cmm.properties
• common/common.properties
• dfm/dfm.properties
• doc/doc.properties
• opr/opr.properties
• rep/rep.properties
• tpm/tpm.properties
• web/web.properties

used for the citizen interface:
• citizen/citizen.properties

used for both interfaces:
• ontology/ontology.properties

We recommend you to use any of tools provided for the automatic property
bundles handling (NetBeans for the java, Forte, …) where you simply cre-
ate new language bundle for all of these bundles. If you want to create
property bundles for your language manually, do it as follows (example for
the cat/cat.properties):

Step 1: First copy cat.properties file into cat_hu_HU.properties file 
(where hu and HU are your Language code and Country code)
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Step 2: Modify the new file. Translate every line of the file in this man-
ner: translate text, which goes after an “=” character. 

Step 3: Do not modify or translate text before “=” character.

Example:

Replace line

articlesperpage=Articles per page

with 

articlesperpage=Ujsagcikk oldal

Warning! If you decided to modify the property files manually, take in account
that language specific non-ASCII characters has to be inserted in format
\uXXXX. Or you can use native2ascii tool bundled with java. See the java docu-
mentation for further details.

After you modified all the files, restart of the Tomcat server is needed.

Your WEBOCRAT system is now ready to be used in your national lan-
guage.
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13 The Technical Documentation of Webocrat
Except of this and some other guides that are also produced in form of de-
liverables, there is also available on the final CD with Webocrat installa-
tion the Webocrat technical documentation for the purposes of further
development or just system maintenance. It is in electronic form only and
has standard JavaDoc format. All packages are inserted and all publicly
available methods or fields are documented.

The JavaDoc help consists of two parts:

• CSAP. It is located in csap directory and describes CSAP module. CSAP
module is a standalone package with different package structure than Webo-
crat. This is the reason for its documentation being in separate directory.

• Webocrat itself. All Java packages belonging to Webocrat. It's located in wc
directory. All modules have their own package under org.webocrat pack-
age.

All source code including documentation is available on CVS. The whole
Webocrat project has the following CVS structure:

Root

Help

API contains the technical documentation
csap

wc

lib all libraries (.jar) that are needed by Webocrat
src source code tree

csap CSAP modules
org Webocrat

webocrat

brain

cih

cmm

csap some additions to CSAP module
dfm

doc

kmm

language

opr

rep

tpm

wbc
web

test testing examples
toolsadditional tools needeed for work with Webocrat
webapp Webocrat site

webocrat

...
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